
Allied X-Treme Kleen is a water miscible blanket and roller 
wash that can accommodate an equal volume of water 
without sacrificing performance. The resulting emulsion 
optimizes the performance of the solvent, dissolving ink 
quickly and removing dried gum and paper contaminants 
from blankets and rollers. The incorporation of water into 
Allied X-Treme Kleen allows for a reduction in VOCs and 
cost to the printer.

•	Low odor
•	Medium/fast evaporation rate
•	Easy to use; emulsion forms quickly
•	Leaves no greasy residue
•	Less solvent coming in contact with roller and 

blanket compounds
•	Addition of water enhances performance by 

removing both oil & water

Direction For Use:
Use as is or add up to 50% water and shake well to 
blend the water and Allied X-Treme Kleen.

As a Roller Wash:
Pour a small amount on the top roller of the ink train. 
Allow Allied X-Treme Kleen to work in, adding more 
if necessary. When the ink appears to be emulsified, 
engage cleanup blade or wash up device. Finish by 
flushing with more Allied X-Treme Kleen until all the 

ink is removed. Follow with a generous water wash 
to remove all detergents. If water is added, Allied 
X-Treme Kleen / water emulsion will separate over 
time. A quick shake of the wash up bottle will reform 
the emulsion.

As a Blanket Wash:
Pour a liberal amount onto a clean shop towel or rag. 
Wipe over the entire blanket until clean using a side-
to-side motion.
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Specifications:

VOC content lb. / gallon 6.8

VOC content grams / liter 810.3

Flashpoint 107°F

Color Colorless to Pale Yellow

CA. Compliant No

Product Code Unit Case Qty.

10038G 55 Gallons (208 ltr) Each

100384G 55 Gallons (208 ltr) 4-7

100388G 55 Gallons (208 ltr) 8+

Available In:


